
   

 

 
 

 

Work Smarter with AllyIQ – Your Retina Practice’s Intelligence Center 
 
Our intuitive web- and app-based portal is a simple, all-in-one resource for managing your specialty 
therapeutics and relationship with AllyRetina GPO. Designed in collaboration with retina practices, 
our holistic system mirrors and integrates all of your operational, clinical, and financial activities.  
 
AllyIQ delivers intelligent inventory management, enhances staff productivity, and reduces your 
financial risks related to buy-and-bill. AllyIQ gives you visibility, eliminates guesswork, and reinforces 
accountability with on-demand reporting and actionable analytics synchronized across practice 
departments. Rely on AllyIQ to dispense with confidence, maximize rebates, and make informed 
decisions to future-proof your practice. 
 
 

See the AllyIQ difference 
 
Unlike the piecemeal, legacy systems many clinics have to use today to manage their specialty 
therapeutics and GPO activities, we created AllyIQ from scratch with retina practices and a 
comprehensive approach. We built AllyIQ using current technology and a single data platform so  
you get the info and insights you need without cumbersome workarounds.  
 
Developed with each practice function in mind, AllyIQ makes it easy for team members to quickly 
manage their critical activities using streamlined workflows, while also providing a complete, aligned 
picture of your inventory management, clinical activities, and financial health. AllyIQ also serves as the 
administrative and contract-optimization hub for your AllyRetina membership. We have a robust 
roadmap for AllyIQ informed by practice leaders. Continued innovation to ensure AllyIQ stays 
technology-forward is a top priority.   
 
 

 
 

 

• Integration of buy-and-bill operations, 
clinical activities, and financials 

• Role-based workflows  

• Inventory management and formulary 
planning tools 

• Retina-specific clinical alerts  

• Tracking the financial lifecycle of a vial 

• Performance analytics and profitability 
dashboards with drill-down capabilities  

• Electronic paperwork and funds transfer 

• Agnostic integration with your EMR and 
other practice systems 

• Ongoing commitment to technological 
leadership and platform investment 
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Look at what AllyIQ can do for your retina practice 
 
With information at your fingertips and insights across your retina practice, AllyIQ is an innovative 
platform that gives you the full picture of your specialty drug inventory, reimbursements, and GPO 
performance. AllyIQ proactive alerts, real-time reporting, and other tools help you to avoid wastage, 
maximize your profitability, improve cash flow, and free-up your time to focus on patient care.  
 
Keep inventory lean while ensuring you always have the right products in clinic when you need them 

• Comprehensive scanning support for automated drug capture 
• Full support of drugs received from compounding pharmacies 
• Formulary planning tools including real-time pricing and availability reports 
• Low-inventory and expiring-drug alerts 
• Inventory forecasting and other on-demand reports with product details, order placements, and totals  

 
Dispense with confidence in clinic 

• Full serialization of doses to facilitate dispensing 
• Right/left or both eye-injection tracking 
• Visibility into upcoming patient schedule and tracking brown/white-bagged drugs, study drugs, and samples 
• 28-day onscreen alerts and reporting to monitor treatment intervals and avoid dispensing too soon 

 
Manage satellite visits with our exclusive Travel Case WorkflowTM 

• Transfer of drug between multiple sites, including tracing lot number and administration location 
• Tracking of the inventory you took on the road, its excursion time, and reloading product into stock  

 
Follow the financial lifecycle of a syringe – from order to reimbursement – to ensure you get paid every dollar that 
you’ve dispensed 

• Complete charge capture 
• Bill reconciliation and error alerts 
• Profitability dashboards and customizable reporting and drill-down capabilities (e.g., unpaid invoices, value 

of inventory, expected reimbursements & revenue)  
 
Increase operational efficiency and free-up time so you can focus on other critical areas of running your practice 

• Contract management, performance tracking, and predictive analytics 
• Electronic routing of paperwork and tracking of earned rebate dollars 
• Membership administration  

 
Integrate with your EMR and other practice management systems to pull in patient info, increase accuracy, and 
reduce hassle 

• Patient and appointment data populated into AllyIQ and medication dispensing info recorded in your EMR 
• Billing data reconciliation, including reporting of discrepancies 

 
Implement with ease and ensure uninterrupted workflow and ongoing staff support 

• High-touch, experienced implementation team with technical expertise  
• Friendly, quick, and complete onsite training with proactive follow-ups   
• Ongoing support delivers same-day answers to any questions  

 
 

 

 

Learn more! Email info@allygpo.com. 
 
We’ll be in touch within 2 business day to talk about your needs and how AllyIQ benefits your practice. 
 

 
 


